Trustees okay fee hike, budget, library
By Peggy Rudnicki
LOS ANGELES A $481.9 million
support budget for 1974-75, providing
for the day-to-day operating costs of the
state university and colleges system,
was approved yesterday by the Board
of Trustees.
The support budget request,
representing a $74.8 million increase
over last year’s budget, now goes to the
Department of Finance to be incorporated into the governor’s budget
and will be presented to the legislature
for approval in January.

In a rapid, one-hour full board
session, the trustees also approved one
of the largest increases in the state
university and colleges system
materials and service fees to compensate for a projected $8 million
budget deficit, and gave unanimous
approval to schematic plans for the
proposed 19-story SJSU library and
faculty office building.
See related library story on page 3.
Approval of the support budget,
delayed from an Oct. 17 meeting in
which the trustees were unable to get a

Chico president gets pay hike
LOS ANGELES Stanford Cazier of Chico, one of four state university
presidents denied salary increases by the Board of Trustees in September, was
notified Tuesday of the board’s decision to grant him the disputed five per cent
raise to his $40,320 a year job.
The board’s executive session decision, however, did not include a consideration
of raise denials to three other campus presidents, including SJSU President John
H. Bunzel.
Dr. Bunzel, attending the trustee meeting here, said he had no idea of what went
on in the meeting or why his case was not considered.
According to a statement by Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke, Cazier’s salaray increase was made "on the basis of additional information" received by the board.
The pay raise denials to Cazier, after John A. Greenlee, Los Angeles; Thomas H.
McGrath, Sonoma; and Bunzel have met with strong protests in recent months by
faculty, administration and legislators who questioned the validity of the creiteria
used in judging university presidents.

quorum, was unanimous.
According to a Finance Committee
report, the increased request is a
combined result of higher enrollments,
inflation, proposed program changes
and the chancellor’s new approaches to
higher education.
The report also projected a 2.3 per
cent increased enrollment for fulltime
students as well as a $112 increase in
costs per student rates for the entire
statewide system.
The materials and service fee,
meanwhile, will go into effect to the
fall, 1974 term and represents a $26 per
year increase for fulltime students.
Those students carrying 8.0 to 11.9 units
will pay $28 more under the new plan,
while a load of 4.0 to 7.9 units carries a
$26 increase.
The heaviest increase, proportionately, will come to those students
taking less than 4.0 units. They will pay
an additional $24 per year.
SJSU students, then, will pay their
fall, 1974 semester fees according to the
following schedule:
No. of units
amount
$96
12 or more
8.0 to 11.9
$86
4.0 to 7.9
$70
less than 4.0
$64
Trustee Dean Lesher was the only

member to oppose the proposal on the
grounds that the increases were not
proportional among the four categories
and part-time students were hit the
heaviest under the new fee schedule.
The approved $15 million library
structure, delayed since 1967, is expected to begin construction in July,
1974 and have a planned completion
date of December, 1976.
The 260-foot high building, the tallest
in San Jose, will have 200 office
buildings on its first three floors and
provide room for 800,000 books.
The board also unanimously approved suspension of the systemwideinvited speakers policy for one year
while asking campus presidents to
make a "fuller and more broad" report
of all student-funded campus speakers.
The old policy, adopted in 1971,
required university presidents to make
a quarterly report on all campus
speakers paid more than $100 giving
biographical background, amount of
fee, and subject matter.
The two-year-old requirement was an
attempt by the trustees to assure a
"balanced" spectrum of outside
speakers to the campus.
The appointments of San Jose attorney
Albert J. Buffo, and Blair R. Egli,
manager of Bank of America in San
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Urban sprawl will be commission’s target
By Ryan Reinhold
Special to the Daily
Urban sprawl, the plight of many California
cities, is expected to be dealt a heavy blow at
tonight’s special session of the Santa Clara County
Planning Commission.
The planning commission is expected to approve
a major plan to change the zoning of much of the
east county foothills and all of the Mt. Diablo
Range. This comprehensive plan affect nearly half
of all land in the county and will officially protect
this area’s private land from development that
would damage the predominantly virgin environment there.
I.ucas Stamos, secretary of the planning corn-

mission, said if the plan is adopted tonight, it will
definitely limit development in the east foothills to
one dwelling in no less than two and one-half acres.
Few new homes would then be allowed on steep
foothills and even fewer new homes in the mountainous valleys and ridges where the agricultural
zoning will restrict development to one dwelling per
20 acres and in many areas to one home per 160
acres.
Stamos said this proposed plan will effectively
curtail the present trend of "a growing sprawl up
the slopes."
Recently, the planning commission has successfully zoned for open space ( land that is natural,
accessible or sparsely developed ) in the south

county area and in the Montebello Ridge-Stevens
Canyon area of the western Santa Cruz Range.
Preservation of open space is now increasingly
gaining ground over the "boom -town" era attitudes
that prevailed in the county during the Post War
’50’s and prosperous ’60’s.
Encouraged by easy -to-get FHA home loans,
thousands of families clamored for tract houses in
quickly constructed developments.
Land was soon much too valuable for strawberry
fields or fruit trees the countryside with its expanse of tragrant cherry, pear and plum orchards
could not remain; economic demands forced them
out.
See back page

Garza explains street closing delay;
promises SJSU interests to be remembered
San Jose City Councilman Al Garza
met with Rick Marks, A.S. vice
president before yesterday’s A.S.

council meeting to discuss delays in
their effort to close Ninth Street
through traffic.

Students hostile and apathetic
over next fall’s fee hike
By Gary Worthen
Student reaction to the $26 raise in materials and service fees, effective next fall,
is varied pro and con for a number of reasons.
Yesterday, the Board of Trustees of the California State University and Colleges
approved a $26 hike in the material and service fees for next year. The fee hike will
add an additional $13 per semester to the present $83 fee, making semester fees $96
total.
Student reaction differed on a number of issues.
Toshio Shikasho, a counseling education major, said, "I think it’s costing
students too much money now. The trustees should get the money from some other
place, and if they are going to raise fees, they should provide more financial aid to
off set the cost of rising fees."
In contrast, Dan Naylor, a music major, thinks it’s all right for the fee hike. "It’s
not that much to pay for what you get," said Naylor, "I like my classes and
teachers. For what I have to pay, and have seen that other colleges have to offer, I
think we pay very little and get quite a lot."
One student, Frank Dignam, a math major, felt it was coming. "I expected it,"
said Dignam, "Reagan’s been in control for a long time. He raised the University
of California tuition. It’s just been a matter of time."
See back page

’The city has been aware of the
students’ desire to close Ninth Street
for at least a year and the matter has
been before the Public Works Commission for four months," Marks said.
He added four months may be the
normal amount of time given to these
matters, but said he would like to know
what is holding up a decision.
When the council meeting began,
Garza told the council members he
would try to "successfully bring out the
interests of the university."
Later, A.S. Treasurer David Pacheco
and A.S. Business Manager Greg
Soulds submitted for council approval a
revised guide to aid organizations in
preparing proposals requesting funds
from the A.S.
Pacheco said funding was abused in
the past by the A.S. business office and
council. He cited as an example large
amounts of money given to unqualified
speakers, such as graduate students.
A list of 11 suggestions was attached
to the revisal, outlining criteria to be

used before council allocates funds to
organizations.
"This would eliminate a person
receiving a large amount of money
when they aren’t worth it," Pacheco
said.
The council tabled the matter until its
next meeting to give the members more
time to look over the suggestions, but
approved the revised funding guide.
Pacheco said funding requests must be
received in the A.S. Business Office by 5
p.m. Dec. 21.
Following Pacheco’s report, A.S.
President Rudi Leonard’ announced
Tim Welsh had been appointed as
Housing Coordinator and asked for
council approval.
Welsh, who has worked with the
tenants union and done tenants counseling, was approved unanimously by
the council.
The council also went on record
opposing the $26 Materials and Service
Fee raise, approved by the Board of
Trustees yesterday which will go into
effect in the fall, at Leonardi’s request.

Jose, to the governing board of Spartan
Stadium Authority were also approved
by the board.

Art Lund, a San Jose attorney, was
also named as an alternate to the fivemember governing board.

Faculty members win appeal
LOS ANGELES Two SJSU faculty members won their grievance appeals of
the state university system’s Class I -Class II reclassification system processes
from the Board of Trustees this week.
Louis J. Fischl and James M. Hanley, both the the Management Department,
appealed SJSU’s decision to uphold the reclassification requirement and refuse
them Class II status.
Class II status refers to faculty members who hold Ph.D.’s or have gained
national or regional reputations in their field.
Class II faculty members also receive five per cent more pay than the Class I
members who do not have doctorates. Fischl, who earned $16,097, will now receive
$17,082.
In this test case both Fischl and Hanley, now retired, contended in their appeal,
that since they hold a juris doctor degree and -are competent in their field, they
sould be granted a Class II rank despite the department’s requirement of a Ph.D.
When their request to be promoted was denied by President John H. Bunzel, they
appealed the decision in early 1973 to the campus grievance committee which
upheld the president’s earlier decision. Thus they went to the board of trustees.
The board’s decision, while it does not change the systemwide policy, granted a
"special action" to the two professors.
Although Hanley retired last June and receives no benefits from the decision,
Eischl was granted Class II status as of Monday.
The trustees’ decision also requested the Chancellor’s Office review the policy on
Class II status assignements, which has been under fire by the Academic Senate,
trustees, and Chancellor’s office for some time.
Dr. Bunzel also asked that the policy be reviewed.

Court will discuss
Mitford resolution
By Paula Dorian
The conflicts involving visiting SJSU Friday or has 90 days to reach a
sociology professor, Jessica Mitford, decision."
President John H. Bunzel and the
If the court rules for plaintiff. MitBoard of Trustees may be resolved 9 ford, her fingerprints will be given back
a.m. tomorrow at the Santa Clara to her. If the court rules for the
County Superior Court, 191 N. First St. defendant, Dr. Bunzel, Board of
Judge Homer Thompson will preside. Trustees and Chancelor Glenn S.
Two separate issues are scheduled to Dumke, the fingerprints will be turned
be debated. The first, is the legality of over the the SJSU administration.
Either way, Mitford will be able to
the controversial fingerprinting
requirement which states that all continue teaching for the remainder of
university employees be fingerprinted the semester as a visiting sociology
professor.
as a condition of employment.
On Nov. 13, Dr. Bunzel said he could
The second issue, presented by
Mitford’s lawyer David Nawi, not pay Mitford her $2500 September
questions the action taken by the ad- paycheck since she hadn’t signed the
ministration to withhold Mitford’s loyalty oath until Oct. 1.
As stated in the Government Code, a
September paycheck.
On Oct. 10, Mitford learned that state employe must sign the loyalty
fingerprinting was a condition of her oath prior to his-her employment.
In this second issue, if the court rules
employment, but refused to be fingerthe loyalty oath had to be signed prior
printed.
"There is nothing in the state law that to Oct. 1, Mitford will not be paid for the
requires fingerprinting of academic month of September.
employes’ nor was the university able
"Legally, Mitford is only entitled to
to furnish any explanation of where this the monies the loyalty oath states.
’policy’ originated," Nawi said.
There aren’t any constitutional issues
In a recent Spartan Daily column Dr. involved," said Larry Frierson, the
Bunzel stated, "I have already taken administration’s attorney.
Both sides may appeal to a higher
steps to have the policy reviewed and
reconsidered. Meanwhile, it remains a court if they are not satisfied with the
stubborn fact that no court in the outcome of the decision.
There is a possibility, Nawi excountry has ever held that fingerplained, that there may not be a
printing is unconstitutional."
On Oct. 16, Santa Clara County Judge courtroom available Friday and if so
John Mclnerny ruled Mitford could the hearing may not be held until early
give the court her fingerprints in a next week.
Mitford said she would appeal to a
sealed envelope and could resume
teaching, and that ’all past and present higher court if she didn’t agree with the
monies due’ be paid. Milford complied decision.
In a relephone conversation, Frierson
with the ruling.
"No one gets the fingerprints until the said, "No one can say at this point
case is finally determined," Nawi said whether or not we are going to make an
adding, "The judge can decide in court appeal.

Inside the Daily
The new SJSU library had its face lifted a few times before it was finally approved yesterday. Debbie Carvalho has details on page 3.
The San Jose City Council is now looking "for the quality of life rather than the
quantity of life," according to Councilman Jim Self, Lou Covey has the story on
page 3.
An Indian foreign student attending SJSU says his native people don’t fall in
and out of love like Americans do. Debbie Tennison’s interview with the student,
the second of a series of six articles, appears on page 6.

Women Against Rape seek to educate
public on myths, facts about rape
By Jacquie Kubal
First of three parts

Rkk MR,PRY

Surprised on a dark street- a typical scene?

A scenario:
A scantily clad girl walks down a darkened city
sidewalk. A stranger loitering nearby is suddenly
overcome with passion at the sight of her, leaps out
and rapes her.
Yes, sometimes rape does happen that way, and
people imagine just such a scene when they envision
rape. However, the above is not a typical rape and,
in fact, incorporates several myths on the subject.
One of the professed goals of WAR ( Women
Against Rape) in San Jose is to educate the public
about rape.
"Forcible rape is the most frequently committed
violent crime in America, and yet most people don’t
know the facts about it," stated Doris Harod,
associate executive director of the San ,Jose’s
YWCA and a representative of WAR.
Myth: Rape is a sudden crime of crazed passion
mostly perpetrated by insane men.
Fact: According to Professor Menachem Amir’s
study of 646 rape cases in Philadelphia, "Patterns in
Forcible Rape", 71 per cent of all rapes are planned
ahead of time. Ninety per cent of the group rapes
were planned.
Amir’s study also pointed out that men who rape

are not abnormal. He writes, "Studies indicate that
sex offenders do not constitute a unique or psychopathological type; nor are they as a group invariably more distrubed than the control groups to
which they are compared."
Myth: Rape happens most often when a woman
out alone on the streets at night is assaulted by a
stranger.
Fact: According to John Rapp, crime prevention
officer for the San Jose police force, the inside of
cars, the home of the victim and the home of the
rapist are equally common locations for the scene of
a rape.
The WAR members, who talk to many victims
( including some the police never see because the
crime is not reported, published a handout
reading, "The man most likely to rape you is your
nest door neighbor, your woman -friend’s husband.
In other words, men who see you come and go and
know when you are home." Indeed, police and court
records back up the idea that the rapist can be
anyone from a relative to a casual date to a coworker.
Myth: Women hitchhiking, not wearing a bra, or
exposing midriffs are "asking to be raped."
Fact: Ms. Harrod of WAR stated, "Of course,
hitchhiking should be avoided if at all possible.

however, we recognize that hitchhiking is a fact of
life for many women with no other means of transportation. We reject the idea of women cloistering
themselves as a solution to rape."
The WAR stand on clothing is "whether a woman
wears short clothes or no bra only indicates that
person’s choice of non-restrictive clothing not a
sexual invitation."
Myth: All women secretly want to be raped.
Fact: This, the most basic of all rape myths and
the root of the others, is the most complex and the
least studied. In movies and novels there lingers an
attitude that women like and -or invite rape I see
movies "Straw Dogs," "Blume in Love").
In her 1971 Ramparts article called "The Politics
of Rape," Susan Griffin discusses rape as a product
of the conceptions of male and female sexuality in
our culture. She writes, "And this same culture
which expects aggression from the male expects
passivity from the female ... The male psyche
persists in believing that, protestations and
struggles to the contrary. deep inside her
mysterious feminine soul, the female victim has
wished for her own fate."
!Ater articles in this series will explore how these
myths have affected the courts’ treatment of rapist
and victim.
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Editorial

National land use plan now

Hatlital Student Union

Student pressure on Farah
(;rt.gory T. Ford
In May of 1972, 4,000 workers in
the nine factories of the Farah
Slacks Manufacturing Corp. went
out on strike. The workers, 85
percent of them Chicano women,
are striking for the right to
organize themselves into a unionClothing
Amalgamated
the
Workers of America ( AFL-CIO).
Included within their fight for a
union, is the struggle to improve
intolerable working conditions.
The workers at Farah have no
job security, meaning that any
worker can be fired at any time
with no possible consideration of
seniority. They also have no
pensions for retiring workers, and
no medical plan for workers who
become ill. Women who work at
Farah plants simply cannot afford
to ever become sick if they plan to
continue to feed their children.

Speak out!
The Spartan Daily will accept
letters or guest columns of any
length from on or off campus individuals and groups. For quick
and full publication, letters should
be typed, double-spaced on a 55space line and be limited to 10 inches, or about 350 words.

Workers also are subjected to a
system of quotas which forces
them to produce a specified
amount of goods, many times at a
faster and faster rate, depending
on the supervisors whim! Workers,
some with 15 years of job experience, receive only $2.20 an
hour. Younger workers receive
less. In general, the policies of the
Farah Manufacturing Company
are exploitive and discriminatory,
with Chicanos working under all
white male foreman.
The American Southwest, where
the Farah factories are located, is
one of the few remaining bastions
of non-union labor in the U.S. The
Farah strike should be seen as an
essential part of the larger struggle
of Chicano people in the Southwest! If the strikers win their
strike, it could set the trend for the
unionization of the entire Southwest especially among Chicano
workers. The elimination of a
major area of non-union labor
would restrict runaway shops in
other areas, like the Bay Area,
where workers have already
organized for better pay and
benefits.
For the past year and a half,
Willie Farah, the owner of F’arah
slacks, has been totally un-

cooperative, absolutely refusing to
agree to the workers just demand
for a union He is trying to "sit it
out" and hope that the strikers are
forced back to work through
hunger and lack of money.
However, reports from Farah
strike representatives have shown
that the strikers are not starving
due at least in part to nationwide
support of the strikers) and are
still determined to win.
Since May of 1972, a nationwide
Farah slacks boycott has been
organized. The boycott has been
effective in substantially cutting
down Farah sales and some stores
have stopped selling the -scab"
pants!
As students, we can increase the
pressure on Willie Farah. It certainly is not to much to ask of
students to merely check the labels
of the pants they buy.
Locally, workers, Chicanos, and
students have been boycotting
Mervyn’s Department Store on
Story Road in San Jose for over a
year.
On Dec. 1., there will be a noon
rally at Melvyn’s Store to launch a
secondary boycott.
The RSU urges all SJSU students
to support the strikers on Dec. 1st.
Boycott Farah pants!

Two years ago, the President’s Council on
Environmental Quality said this country is in the midst
of a "quiet revolution" in its attitude toward land use
regulation.
This "quiet revolution" refers to the gradually
changing notion that land development should be
controlled by state or regional government, rather
than by local government.
The Spartan Daily views this "quiet revolution" as
far too silent.
This "revolution" should be activated as soon as
possible by the passage of a national land use bill by
Congress, which would provide the framework for
setting up state planning agencies.
Two such national land use bills are now in
Congress. One passed the Senate last June; the other
is still in a House committee.
There are several differences between the two bills.
But essentially, both establish a federal administrative structure for giving funds to states for
use in land planning, provided the state qualifies for
federal aid by establishing its own land use planning
agency.
Assemblyman Paul Priolo, R-60th Dist., has already
introduced a bill to the California Legislature
proposing the creation of a state land use commission.
This state commission, under Priolo’s plan, would
be required to prepare a state land use plan and
submit it to the legislature within 10 years.
The commission would also have the power to
designate all land areas which are of concern to the
state, and consequently plan land use only in these
areas.
Unfortunately, Priolo’s bill regards only 10 per cent

of this state’s land as being of "critical state concern,"
leaving 90 per cent to local government discretion.
In addition, the State Land Planning Commission
would not have th devise a finished land use plan until
10 years agter the commission’s establishment.
Such a long period of time is ridiculous.
In 10 years, all the land in California may already
have been ravaged, exploited or ruined through
haphazard development.
The Spartan Daily views this bill as grossly
inadequate.
It seems our legislators could do considerably better
in establishing an adequate state land use plan.
This country most assuredly needs a national land
use policy to prompt state land planning.
Likewise, each state must take responsible action to
develop a realistic land use plan of its own to ensure
the maximum efficiency and beauty within its borders.
The Daily recognizes the complexities involved in
establishing federal and state planning agencies. In
Congress, the big argument over any national plan is
the age-old debate of states’ rights vs. federal rights.
And on the state level, the land use planning football
is being tossed back and forth between state and local
governments, neither able to agree on which should do
what.
But the fact remains action should be taken.
And soon.
Our land is a finite resource - just like air, water
and oil.
Open land, free of any development, will some day
be just a memory if land continues to be exploited with
no overall plan in mind.

Letter to the Editor
Short-sighted
Editor:
I hope with all my heart that the
Sierra Club and other related
ecology factions who were so instrumental in getting dozens of
short-sighted, unreasonable environmental restrictions passed
through Congress, are happy with
the situation that these bills have
forced upon us.
Agreed, these acts have forced
energy producers into reevaluating
their methods. Yet to go to the
extreme that no makes it impossible to meet our future energy
demands,
is
not
rational
legislation.
When a system is working
inefficiently it should be altered,
not torn down with little or nothing
to replace it. When cutbacks hit,
the people who will yell the loudest
are the uninvolved, lazy, narrowminded citizens who allowed such
injustices to take place more than
half a decade ago.
Now that this energy crisis is
upon us, Congress is passing

energy development bills with
great haste. If these projects would
have been started when they were
proposed, our country would be
capable of meeting the ever increasing demands of the masses.
Many will suffer in many ways.
Still the loyal citizens who have
allowed a thick layer of fat to
passify their brains will feel the
discomfort the most. We have
progressed into an abundant affluence. The United States is
wealthier than she has ever been.
Everyone is enjoying more leisure
activities of "getting away from it
all." In this complacent state we
have tolerated below average
governing which is now failing us
in many ways.
Our Constitution is based on a
system of checks and balances. It
is time to check our government.
Everyone must become more
involved with the type of leadership they are personally in contact
with. When all the people speak,
then our government will be
obligated to provide what the real
majority wants.
Jay W. Hummel
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Black brother meets a cracker
Most Blacks can verify a Black
cultural fact, which is that the
Black man has multiple personalities, at least two in number.
One is a personality that has been
developed to be employed in the
company of Whites, the other
comfortably exhibited around
other Blacks.
From the life of the Black urban
ghetto dweller to the life of the
middle-class Negro, there is what
we can refer to as a "Black norm"
in behavior. Only in cases of upperclass Blacks who have very little
Black identity, can we say that the
White clinician can assume a
knowledgable position with respect
to the approach that should be
taken in the solutiJn of a
behavioral problem or objective.
He can also accomplish a great
deal with little or no regard to the
Black norm.
Let’s take the case of a White
clinician attempting to understand
the following dialogue between a
White psychiatrist or psychologist
and a "Black brother" coming nonstop from the urban Black ghetto,
and arriving at the clinic. Without
a knowledge of Black life and
Black jargon, the clinician makes a
futile attempt to investigate and
evaluate the "problem."
(Brother enters office of White
clinician. He is 19 years old, comes
from a family of seven, the third
oldest child. He is dressed in a
longsleeved purple shirt with a
ruffled front, sky blue knickers,

black lace-up knee boots, a brown
double-breasted suede jacket, a
black Don Juan hat with a purple
band and edging, with a small gold
earring. And he is sharp! )
Brother: What it is, man!
(White clinician immediately
jots down in notebook, "Speaks
in ’word hash’.")
W.C. What seems to be your
problem, Joe?
Bro: Well, you see, I was in love
with this stone fox, but I just
couldn’t get my shit together. My
shit was raggedy.
W.C. pictures in his mind’s eye, a
stone - that is, concrete - fox,
jots, "Fettishism and perversion. Also, has past history of
diarrhea.")
W.C.: Yes, go on, boy.
Bro: See, last Friday the eagle
flew, ( and cut that boy shit out
so I took my hog down the
boulevard ’cause I decided to get
myself a new slave.
(W.C. jots down, "Claims to bird
watch, and to have ridden a hog
down the street in a metropolitan
community en route to purchasing a slave.")
W.C.: (Whispers softly) This boy
is definitely experiencing
delusions.
Bro: Anyway, I ran into my old
lady and she laid a nickel on me
- I bought this shirt I have on
with it, come to think of it. Then
me and my partner, Sweat, slid
on over to his woman’s place to
pick up a bag of weed for a dime.

W.C. (Whispers) A nickel for a
shirt’? Sliding to someone’s
home? Buying weeds? (Louder)
Yes, I see.
Bro: See, I’m a bad mother, and
I like to hold down a corner every
now and then.
( W.C. quickly jots down,

Bro: In the meantime, the wire
said that there was a party over
on 102nd. So I jammed on home
and put on some clean rags.
jots,
"Extended
W.C.
hallucinatory material concerning a talking wire. Bizarre
behavior shown in a claim to

Kenneth A. Wesson
SJSU Lecturer
in Black Studies
Second of four parts

"Inferiority complex, claims to
be bad and unworthy. Low self
esteem, also claims to hold
corners in - already - secure
positions. Also shows improper
sex identification, as he believes
that he is a woman and, in addition, a mother.")
Bro: We just laid dead there til
the hawk kept doing a job on us.
W.C. jots down, "Hallucinates
about being deceased. Persecutory complex centered
around being repeatedly attacked by a hawk.")

have attended a social function
attired in only shreds of
material.")
Bro: So when we got there
everybody was breaking down
like crazy.
(W.C. jots down, "Mass mania of
some
sort
taking
place
predisposing entire group to a
nervous breakdown.")
Bro: In the middle I start
shooting on this chick, and a few
minutes later some pigs busted
in and threatened to run me and

Sweat on down to the pig-pen for
no reason. Those racist dogs.
W.C. jots down, "In the midst of
a voilent and chaotic gathering,
patient engaged in gunplay in an
attempt to shoot a chicken.
Delusional allegations include
persecution, harrassment, and
threats from pigs and racing
dogs.")
Bro: As I was splitting from the
party, I could still hear James
blowing "Hot Pants," and I
remember seeing Willie J.
coming on in with a bad red jump
on.
W.C. jots, "Claims to have
actually heard one of the surviving Negro friends from the
melee, James, cooling pants by
blowing upon them. A latecomer,
Willie, approached the building
hopping, not in directions, but in
colors. Patient claims that it was
definitely a red jump.")
Bro: What really blew my mind
was that we had to leave before I
had a chance to see the Penguin.
Man, I just love the Penguin.
W.C. jots, "Expresses strong
emotional attraction to and
perhaps also sexual interests in a
penguin. This is in addition to the
fox previously alluded to.")
Bro: Well, me and Sweat was on
fire and two other cats were
watching and waiting for us to
make a move. Then Sweat
caught one of the pigs in the eye,
and we started kicking, man.
Man, we just disappeared. Last

thing we heared, the pig was in
the fix-it shop. Lost a scope.
W.C. jots, "Believes he and his
perspiration were transformed
into flames while being observed
by two alley cats. Moments later,
the perspiration got into the pig’s
eye, which caused the patient to
magically vanish. He also
alleges that one of the pigs is
presently having a lens
repaired.")
W.C.: Who are these pigs you
keep referring to, may I ask?
Bro: May you ask? You already
did. They the police.
W.C.: Oh, it was the police you
say that were bothering you?
Bro: Yeah, the devil’s been doing
that to me for 400 years now and
it’s got to stop. The crackers
always fucking with me.
( W.C. jots, "Patient expresses
religion for first time, fanatically
claims that Satan has persecuted
him for what has now been 400
years. Immediately claims
thereafter to have engaged in
sexual intercourse with biscuits,
cookies, and crackers.
Diagnosis: Patient definitely
paranoid schizophrenic with
excessive amount of delusional
and hallucinatory material. Also,
expresses sexually perverted
obsessions, and animal-related
intimate affairs. Should remain
under constant medical care,
and psychological treatment
mandatory.
Prognosis: Not favorable.")
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Lack of finances forces change in SJSU library plans
be open for a study area. But
he is displeased the Home
Economics Building will not
be removed.
In the 1967 masterplan,
this building was to be torn
down, which would have
allowed for a large quad of
open space needed around
tall buildings.
If the building was to be
removed, the library could
be moved more toward the
center of that area. This
would have given more room
to expand the college, according to Greene.
"By leaving the building
there, the school has used
short-ranged planning based
on a few dollars. It is okay
for students today, but
they’re not planning for
future students," Greene
emphasized.
The original library had
sub-surface
for
plans
recessed gardens. Now,
however, the only part underground will be a partial
basement.
location of the library was
also dependent on a 22-year
old elm tree. The library will
be built next to it, so the tree
will not be cut down
providing it is in good health.

By Debbie Camillo

Library, at 260
feet, to be city’s
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New plans cut quad and indoor space

The new SJSU 19-story
library approved by the
State
University
and
Colleges Board of Trustees
yesterday is quite a different
building from that originally
designed in 1967.
The reasons for the
changed look of the library,
to be located just north of the
Home Economics Building
on Seventh Street are many.
But the primary reason is
finances.
When the library was first
proposed and approved by
the state legislature in 1967,
$11 million was allotted.
However, $15 million is now
appropriated. But with
rising costs, $21 million will
be needed to complete the
library, according to Aaron
Greene, architect of the
structure.
"Not only is there less
money to work with, but an
additional 200 faculty offices
had to be provided for which
weren’t in the original
plans," explained Greene.
Greene said instead of the
original pre-cast concrete
exterior, a light -weight
facing will be substituted to
cut costs. A lighter facing
will be used, the floor-tofloor height could be shortened by using smaller
beams which has allowed
Greene to design one extra
floor to the first planned 18story library.
The building is still below
aircraft height regulations
and has met all the new
earthquake codes, to Greene
siad, adding that the library
as originally planned would

Proposed library before change
not have met today’s earthquake requirements.
The library will be 260 feet
tall, making it the tallest
building in San Jose and the
second tallest structure in
Santa Clara County. Hoover
Institution Tower at Stanford
University stands at 275 feet.
The first three floors of the
new library will house 200
faculty offices and three
departmental suites. There
will be a separate entrance
at the west end of the
building which will have

separate elevator system.
One of Greene’s original
plans for housing the faculty
offices was to have three
garden court units around
the library. These would
have had landscaped roofs
and gardens in the courts.
However, the faculty was
opposed to the idea, Greene
said.
Greene, who is also the
campus consulting and
masterplan architect, is
pleased that two of the exterior ground floor decks will

City Council no longer believes
’biggest is best’ policy, says Self
ments tried to decide who
was to put it out.
Now, through contractual
agreements with the countys
(in which a city or county
will reimburse each other for
supplying services within
another’s jurisdiction) and
incorporation of county
city’s
lands
into
a
jurisdiction, the confusion
has been eliminated.

WWWWW1.91

Self also discussed the
subject of redevelopment of
the downtown area, and the
Community
Jose
San
Theater.

Maris

Lipton

San Jose City Councilman Jim Self
"The policies of the San
Jose City Council have
changed radically in a
relatively short time," said
City Councilman Jim Self.
"We are nowhere near the
’biggest is best’ philosophy
of the past."
Self spoke to Dr. Terry
Christensen’s Political
Science 103 class yesterday
about San Jose’s growth
policy.
Self said the change in
policy began in 1967 when
Norman Mineta, now mayor
of San Jose, was appointed to
the council.
According to Self, former
City Manager A.P. "Dutch"
Hamann resigned soon after
Mineta’s appointment.
With the election of Al
Garza to the council in 1971,

council policies shifted to a
"people related philosophy,"
Self said." We’re looking for
quality of life rather than
quantity in life."
However, San Jose is still
expanding its boundaries
through the incorporation of
county lands.
At one time, Self explained, all the services
between cities and counties
I police and fire, for example) were being duplicated
by overlapping jurisdiction
in sonic areas. Also, in
others no one was quite sure
whose jurisdiction was valid.
Self related a story of one
house in Campbell that
burned to the ground some
years back while the San
.lose, Santa Clara County,
and Campbell fire depart-

DISCOUNT

About downtown, Self said,
"The downtown area is
about to break wide open. We
have spent $2.3 million so far
on the San Antonio Shopping
Plaza, but we should spend
about $4 million in all. And
there are about five dozen
other projects going on right
now to develop the area."
On
the
Community
Theater, he said, "We still
have over 16 months to wait
before we can go to court on
the various lawsuits. We
were held up by the former
city attorney (Fred Palla )
who had thephilosophythat if
there was any legal question
about anything don’t do it
(repair it) until the question
is resolved.
"The new attorney (Pete

with ASEt
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Stone ) has a completely
different attitude and tells us
we don’t have to wait. Right
now he is working on the
legal aspects of renewed
building.
"Because of some question
earthquake
regarding
standards it will take about
10 months to complete the
structure. In the meantime
the upkeep of the theater is
costing San Jose taxpayers
$1,945 a day.
EITALISSWRINSTBMWASI
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CHRISTMAS
OF ’73
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Construction of the library
is scheduled to begin next
July and completed in 1976.
The library will house 800,000
volumes.
The department of library
science will remain in the
six -story old library.

Greene stressed.
With the faculty office
having its entrance on the
west side, the main entrance
to the library will be on the
south side with another
entrance available during
peak hours.
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Sex tops comedy

Entertainment

Tim Weitz and Leslie Jennings
German production company.
German composer Alban
Berg later began work on an
opera based on the two
plays. Although it was never
completed, the opera was
recently performed by the
San
Francisco
Opera
Company.
Leslie Jennings will play
Lulu, supported by a cast
composed of Richard 0.
Herlan, Terry Delashaw,
Michael Alexander, Steve
Hagberg, Marty Zermer,

Tim Weltz, Dough Morrison
and Enrique Perenzarce.
Scenic designs are by
Donamarie Reeds; constumes are designed by Lee
Livingstone; lighting is by G.
Norman Russell and sound is
by Charles Kogan.
Tickets go on sale today at
the University Box Office,
Fifth and San Fernando
Streets. Admission is $2
general and $1 for students.
Information may be obtained from the Box Office at
277-2777.

’Trivial comedy’

Double life satirized

By Terry Britton
Special to the Daily
life one is bored with.
Leading a double life can be both a
Beauchamp, as Moncrieff, wryly observes
precarious and humorous experience and
at one point, "One must be serious about
has everything and nothing to do with "The
something to have pleasure in life. I happen
Importance of Being Earnest," Oscar
to be serious about Bunburrying."
Wilde’s famed play now being staged at the
Also notable are Angele Gutierrez as the
Actors Repertory Theatre ( ART ) in San
haughty Lady Bracknell and Linda I.isette
Jose.
Jenkins
as giddy Cecily. Both Guttierrez
of
’The comedy, under the apt direction
and Jenkins have immersed themselves in
Richard L. Spiecher, seems particularly
suited to the intimate ART theatre and
their parts so as to have become the
enables an excellent rapport between the
characters.
actors and the audience.
Unfortunately, the same cannot be said of
all the portrayals. Lane, the manservant, as
A satirical look at genteel society’s views
of respectability, love, marriage, death and
played by Bob Dunn, is totally devoid of the
religion, the play was described by
stuffy presence he is supposed to have.
playwright Wilde as a "trivial comedy for
Equally lacking is the performance of
serious people." And, though set as napLouis Shadera as Reverend Cannon
pening "somewhere near the turn of the
Chasuble. Shadera’s halting and lifeless
century," the theatre-goer will be quick to
delivery makes one think that he quite
see the similarities between the high society
forgot what his lines and the play were all
of then and now.
about.
Geoffrey Beauchamp, as the affected and
Real pluses go to Spiecher for his
idly rich young Algernon Moncrieff, is the
designing of the period costumes, to Gary
life of the play with his spirited acting. He is
Mitchell for his good set design and to Nancy
thoroughly enjoyable as he struts about in
Latterly as production manager.
peacock garb in a parody of the debonair.
Leading the double life involves the fine
The play will continue through Dec. 22
art of Bunburrying, which is the word
with performances Friday and Saturday at
Moncrieff has coined for it. It means in8:30 p.m. in ART’s theatre at 249 S. Second
venting excuses or people, like Moncrieff’s
Street. Tickets are available at the door or
mythical Bunburry, to periodically escape a
by calling the ART box office at 244-1462.

Young’s new album
tells innermost feelings
By Mark Bussmann
A "live" Neil Young is

the

best Neil Young.
Despite the appearance of
a

shabbily

album,
released
Away"

put

together

Young’s

newly

"Time

shines as

Fades
his

high

nasal performance before a
live audience glistens.
Of the eight cuts, recorded
in seven

cities around the

country, "Don’t be Denied"
stands alone. It might be the
most meaningful song Young
has ever written.
The

former

Springfielder
before
describing

Buffalo

stands

alone

his

audience

his

experiences

growing up in Canada and
his

ironic

rise

"businessman’s

to

album,

"Time

of

Neil

Young’s

status.

a

smog

waiting

in

ridden

with emotion and

At the end of each verse, he

music that

JAI

as

Although not his best
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Stanford University

HOT
TUNA
the albert king review

the "Rock Hunter," play will

WITH SPECIAL GUEST STARS

alternate every Friday and

bloomfield/ naftalin

Saturday evening with John
Patrick’s play "The Curious
Savage" thru December.
The King Dodo Playhouse

at 12378 Sunnyvale -Saratoga Road,
Saratoga. Reservations may
be made by calling 266-6060
for the $3.50 Friday night and
$4 Saturday night performances. Starting time is
is

located

54. $5 general admishon. unreserved
$5 50 reserved loges. dValiabilt at Tient:Wei, Stanford, only
Ticket Agencies T gawkier Box Of lice. Stanford. all Macy’,, San Fran
cisco Downtown Center an, Office. Peninsula Bo. Office, Los Altos.
Son Jose Bo. Otfinr. ASUC Box Of lice. Berkeley. Banana Records and
Town and Country MUSIC, Palo Alto Mail orders 705 Tresidder
Memorial Union, Stanford, Calif 94305

TICKETS

ASSU Special Events Productions 14151 321 2300 x4331

8:30.
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The facial expressions and
humble

gratitude

displayed

in

his

he

pseudo

acceptance of the Academy
Award, increased the overall
humor of the production.
Holtz’s colorful costumes
highlighted the production.
Her slinky black night gown
in the love scene with

On Campus
Beatles film
"The Beatles Away with
Words," a film-concert of the
Beatles and their music, will
be shown in Morris Dailey
Auditorium,
Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, under
the sponsorship of the Joint
Effort Coffeehouse.
The film traces the sounds
which first influenced the
Beatles: Little Richard,
Chuck Berry, the Everly
Brothers, and passes on into
the
early
days
of
Beatlemania and then into
the "Help" period.
Showings are Friday and
Saturday at 8 and 10 p.m.
and midnight; Sunday at 4,7,
and 9 p.m. Tickets are $3 in
advance and $3.50 at the
door. They may be purchased at all Ticketron
locations and the AS. Ticket
Office.

Greenbaum
Norman
the

Greenbaum,

"Spirit

the

in

of

Sky,"

i

fame, will be performing in
the Joint-Effort Coffeehouse,
tonight and tomorrow night
i

at 8.

Greenbaum is returning
after a year’s absence spent
i

writing and composing.

Admission

is

students and $1.50

$1

for

for the

THE BEATLES:
AWAY WITH WORDS
SETS 9 SAN JOSE PERFORMANCES
THE BEATLES: Away With Words, The world’s largest traveling multi-madie show,
comes to San Jose State U’s Morris Daily Auditorium Fri, Sat, & Sun, Nov 301h,
Dec 1st, & 2nd for 9 shows. Fri, & Sat, Nov 30th, & Dec lot there will be 3 shows
nitely at 8 pm, 10 pm, and a special midnight freak show noth nitas. Sun Dec 2nd
three showing also, a 4 pm matinee & evening shows at 7 pm & 9 pm. Tickets are.
$a 00 in advance 8i $3.50 at the door. Available at all ticketron location& San Jose
State U. Students may purchase special $2.50 discount tickets at tfist AS. business
office only

general public.
I
***********************

How you express yourself
depends upon your camera.

Queen
contest
Applications for the Winter
Carnival Queen Contest are
available now and should be
turned in from Dec. 3 to Dec.
7 in the Student Activities
Office in the old cafeteria.
The winner of the contest
will receive an allexpenses
paid ski vacation in Squaw
Valley
over
semester
break.
Girls will be contacted for
an interview at a later date.

Today almost everybody is getting into photography
And it s not the snapshot variety People are doing
sports stories, nature stories, portraits you may
even have a friend who s doing photographs through
a microscope Or a telescope
You also know that everybody has his own idea
about which camera is best That s why its important
for you to know about the Canon F-1 Because Its the
system camera that s fast becoming the favorite of
professionals And the new status symbol among
photography enthusiasts

Calendar

here too?"

DECEMBER

sentimental

ignorance for an earthquake.
cracks sardonically, "Don’t

smoke

Morgan

McCauley added to the
young writer’s excitement.
The rest of the applicable
costumes were set to modern
times with multi -colored
sport coats and dress pants.
Overhead lighting was
controlled by David Wood, a
technician whose timing had
to be perfect for the quick
action
scenes.
Extra
auditory
effects
were
provided by Chris Nugent,
whose crashing impact of
McCauley throwing Brannigan offstage, explained the
effect of the writer’s new
found strength.
Future . presentations of

theater owner Harry Kaye.

city

millionathat

superstar

The stage was set on the
same level as the audience,
increasing the viewer’s
involvement in every scene.
While Steve McCreddin’s
characterization of an
inexperienced writer was
well done, he lacked
variaticns in voice projection.
The rest of the action
centers around the sitting
room of Rita Marlow’s suite.
A black leather bar provided
the actors with enough drink,
so that they could indulge
throughout the performance.
A frequent vistor was the
would-be
playwright
Michael Freeman, played by
Paul Collier.
Collier’s quivering frame
in the fight scene and free
and easy style added to the
play’s
success.
His
humorous description of
himself as a "playwrote" is
an example of the comical
personality he portrayed. He
said that a "playwrote" is a
playwright that has written
one play and hasn’t written a
word since.
Continuing the play’s
excellence was the contribution of actor Paul L.

apathetic

you wish that you could be
lyrics

Fades

Away," offers further proof

By Terry Brinkerhoff
A devilish performance by
actor J. Ivan Holm and the
sexy slinking of Alice Holtz
sparked a recent King Dodo
Playhouse presentation of
George Axelrod’s comedy
"Will Success Spoil Rock
Hunter."
Highlighting the evenings
performance were Hobo’s
evil expressions in his
portrayal of Irving La Salle,
a successful Hollywood
agent eager for his clients’
souls.
Hobo’s sinister behavior
appeared more like a
messenger of Lucifer than
an agent. La Salle could
grant every wish ah actor
had in return for 10 per cent
of his soul. In orther words,
La Salle’s clients could have
anything they wanted-for a
price.
His every gesture was
emphasized by a unique
ability of coordinating face
and body movements with
the rapid pace of the play.
Sharing in this ability was
the performance of Alice
Holtz, as sex symbol Rita
Marlow.
Holtz shimmied, shaked
and quivered all over the
stage with all the loving
excitement typical of a
Hollywood starlet. Her deep
intonations
added
a
delightful touch to her part.
Jaleen Holm, directed the
play. Her guidance in the
quick-paced action scenes
lead to a better understanding of the actors’
roles.

He describes Los Angeles
as

a

ire."
With

keeps pace, Young reveals
the innermost feelings of a
rock star and then finishes
with a stinging, "Oh, friend
of mine, don’t be denied."
"Love In Mind," the last
cut on side one, offers the
sensitive, reflective side of
Young. He wakes in the early
morning with love in mind,
realizes it may never be
fulfilled, then questions
society’s sexual standards.
"LA," an outstanding song
lyrically, is characteristic of
Young’s often biting sarcasm.

IN TAE RIGHT
DIRECTION

’Pandora’ performed
"Pandora’s Box" by
German playwright Frank
Wedekind will be presented
Dec. 7, 8 and 13-15 in the
university Theatre by the
Drama Department.
The play centers on a
world of decadent morals
and sexual perversity and is
for
recommended
not
children.
The adapatation retains
much of Wedekind’s style
with stark contrasts in
characterization with intensified, disturbing
dialogue.
The play tells the story of a
beautiful woman, Lulu, who
ruins the lives of those
around her.
Lulu, an extremely independent woman likened by
Wedekind to a wild, beautiful
beast, later becomes a
common prostitute on the
streets of Paris.
One of the reasons we are
staging this play," director
Dr. Hal Todd said," is that
the play had things to say
that are being said today,
such as the harmfulness of
repression, enforcing of
natural instincts and even
the repressing of women,
which becomes a direct
statement on women’s
liberation. It is seeing these
ideas on the stage that may
have a shocking effect on
some traditionalists." The
I.ulu stories have gone
through many adaptations
since their initial writings. In
1929, the Wedekind work was
made into a silent screen
presentation entitled
"Pandora’s box," by a

A MOVE
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ALBERT KING
30
ALBERT KING
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1
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2
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3
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4
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5
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30 Se. OMNI Campbell
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Canon

The whole F-1 system includes over 40 lenses and
200 accessories Its capable of doing virtually
everything in photography So whatever idea you
have for a picture. the F-1 has the equipment to make
sure you get it
Because it was conceived from the beginning as a
system. it works as a system All the elements are
quickly and easily Interchangeable No matter which
lens or accessory you use with the F-1 body you wont
have the feeling that something has been
tacked on
What s more the F-1 is comfortable to handle
Years of research went into the design of the F-1 body
and placement of controls so your fingers fall
naturally into place You II appreciate this comfort
when you re on assignment Its also an important
thing to keep in mind if you re investing in a camera
you plan to keep a long time
Canon has been in the optics industry over 37
years We make microscope equipment, amateur and
professional movie cameras and TV lenses Its this
experience that helps make our still cameras the best
selling cameras in Japan In America, its lust a matter
of time
See your dealer for more information Hell also
show you Canon s other SLR cameras like the FTb
and TLb Both of which offer accurate metering, easy
film loading, a wide range of lenses and the same
standard of engineering that goes into the F-1

.arlq ,rn USA
r4e,.141.11), ye Lake Success New York 11040
Canon USA Inc 45/ F utterton Avenue Elmhurst Minot% 60126
Canon Optics A Business Machines Co Inc 123 Fast Paula, ino Avenue Costa Mesa Galileo...is 92626
Canon Optic, S !liminess Machines Canada I tit Ontario
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Swordsmen share love of fencing

SPARTAN BASKETBALL

Fencing; stamina and romance
By Bruce Jewett
The fast, furious sport of
fencing is little known in the
realm of popular athletics.
Althrough fencing seems to
have much romantic appeal,
very few actually pursue
proficiency in it.
At SJSU Michael Dasaro
teaches and coaches fencing.
Marq Lipton captains the
male team and Kathy
Williams heads the women’s
team.
"I was attracted to the
sport by the early swashbuckling movies," Dasaro,
35, said. Goateed and
scarred, he resembles a
Rennaissance era duelist.
Knives to foil
"I grew up on the streets,"
Dasaro, Brooklyn born and
bred, said. "We had our little
strifes and played around
with knives. I joined my high

school fencing team as a
socially accepted way of
letting out my egressions."
At New York University
Dasaro chose the sabre
above the foil and epee
dueling sword) as his
primary weapon. The sabre
is designed for slashing and
the entire upper torso is the
target area.
Before drafted into the
U.S. Army in 1961, Dasaro
took numerous honors in his
field. He fenced in the Pan
American Games and was
the youngest member of the
U.S. Olympic Team in
Rome.
"I remember 1963 as my
beast year," Dasaro said. "I
became the U.S. national
sabre champion. I won the
world
SISM
military
championship by fencing
champions of mostly NATO

countries. That’s the year I
became rated fourth in the
world."
Coaches champions
-I enjoy teaching very
much," Dasaro said. He
teaches fencing at SJSU and
Hayward .State University

had great vision of jumping
over tables and all sorts of
fantastic swordplay."
Lipton sudied under Ralph
Faulkner in Hollywood.
Faulkner’s students have
included such cinema stars
as Errol Flynn and the

Ohio sporisters
twice favored
By Tim Robb
For the second year in a row a Cincinnati Red AllAmerican boy has beaten out a National League East, Black
Jutfielder for the league’s Most Valuable Player award.
This year, Pete Rose beat out Pirate slugger Willie
Stargell, while last year Johnny Bench won over the Cub’s
Billy Williams.
Granted, Rose and Bench are fine athletes deserving
national recognition, but were the most valuable players in
the league honored or the most valuable players on the
most successful team?
Put another way, would Williams and Stargell have
received MVP honors if the Pirates and Cubs had been the
National League champions? I tend to think so.
This may not be entirely fair but unless they change the
name of the award (MVP of most successful team) or the
method of voting (from 24 sportswriters to the players) this
trend is going to continue.
This situation is tied directly to the problem of voting for
the All-Star team (being done by the fans, of all people). Of
course that policy is supported by the owners to boost game
attendance but generally results in clubs with the best attendance getting the most votes.
If the observance of these honors is going to become
representative of the top performances, the voting should be
done by the men affected by it, the players.
OL2.41.41.20-45-10-Suis

Nobody takes sports seriously.
Oh yeah. Try telling that to the alumni and 35,000 plus
students at the University of Michigan who have now filed
suit to get their football team into the Rose Bowl.
But how can you blame them? After posting a come-frombehind 10-10 tie with Ohio State that gave them co-ownership
of the Big Tern title with the Buckeyes, they were denied a
berth in the New Year’s Day classic in Pasadena.
Although the Big Ten athletic directors chose Ohio State
their reasons are suspect. Why should the entire Michigan
team be penalized because their quarterback was injured?
Why should the Buckeyes go after having gone last year?
Because the Big Ten, sinking fast as a powerful football
conference, is desperate to win the Rose Bowl. And once
again, Woody Hayes, everybody’s buddy, gets his own way.

SPARTAN SWASHBCUICIER SJSU fencing
coach Michael Dasaro shows

student Kathy Williams the
finer points of dueling for
sport.

and coaches both teams.
"I’ve learned a lot about
relating to the beginning.
They come in not knowing
anything about fencing and
without any direction in it. I
have to motivate them and
maintain their interest."
Need more men
Dasaro feels that "a lot of
men don’t come in because
to them fencing still has a
tinge of sissiness. Women
can only fence foil. We need
men for epee and sabre.
They do not realize that it is
a streneous sport, that it
requires immense stamina
and concentration."
Ultimately, the coach
wants to see fencing made
into a varsity sport.
Above average height and
reach, Dasaro said, is
desirable in any sport.
"Generally, the tall and long
armed to well in epee. The
stronger, more agressive do
better in sabre and agility is
required in the foil."
SJSU swordsman
Tall, long armed Marq
Lipton, 21, SJSU photojournalism senior, favors the
epee. The epee is a rigid
weapon and is actually a
dueling sword.
"The romance of the
sport," Lipton, who has
fenced for four years, said,
"was what attracted me. I

Douglass Fairbanks, junior
and senior.
He recently placed second
in the Northern California
Qualifier and first in the

Kida
Dan
Spartan
wrestled to one win and two
ties at the 128 spot.
Heavyweight Don Jackson
chose the week-end to get
married and didn’t wrestle.
Kerr views Jackson, Kids

meets. This tournament will
be a tough son-of-a-gun."
With highly rated Cal Poly
and San Francisco State
participating, Kerr has the
situation pinned down.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
GUYS AND GALS, Join a college age
BALLET class at Eufrazia SchOol of
B enet
Basic -lechn.que- for
begmmng dancers Small classes
attention . Beverly
ndividual
Eutraria Grant Dir 241 1300
APPLICATIONS FOR AS PROGRAM
BOARD are now being accepted
interested students Should apply at
the Assocrateo Students Office in the
Student Union
MORE GIRLS needed to balance
group All Fridays 1 PM Nov 16. 30.
Dec 14 Sequoia Growth Center 218
807S
$100. FIRST PRIZE PONG TOURNAMENT
easy and its fun Tues
Nov 20 SI 00 Reg tee Ohre, YOU
Register
NOW’
FREE
games
SAGES’ 10th & San Carqs
agent
WILLIAM TURNER, F B 1
until 1961 when he was fired for
gernang.ng an investrgatron into the
bureau, writ speak at SJSU on Dec
6th Student UntOn Ballroom 7P M
FREE
FLICKSReeter
WEDNESDAY
Madness". "Duck Soup" & Snifter
Harvest" Dec 5th Morris Morey
Aud 2 shows 7 30& 10 Pm SO cents
Presented by A
WHO 15 GURU MAHARAJ JIT Find
Out about the energy that is keeping
you alrve Discussions nightly at 401 S
13th St Call 294 1056 for information
WHAT IS
PHI OMEGA? 1135 a
nationally recOgnmed group Of men
dedisated to triendShip. leadership.
and Service What kind of servrce,
Proiects like the 1380 pits, 7th SI Mite
lot, Campus directory maps. patio
chairs on the library roof, Frith,/
Flicks on MD Arad and the Turkey trot
for Thanksg.ving Ott campuS.2we
burl, the Billy Jones Railroad at Lake
Vasona, took some children 10 Santa
Cruz threw a Halloween party for
Others. 9. parraed the Newman Center
Our soft drink sales at the r liCk, go
toward the pago.ng of the Seats q MD
The Irst goes on are yOli,man eneugh
for A Phi 0,,, Callus Tony. Mare or
Ken 286 2886
Women’s Libbers Beware. There
HOT, Er
Mato, in your andst

a

INTERESTED IN PLAYING ICE
HOCKEY? Contact Dave 244 5,591
weekdays after 10 p.m. No prey.
exper. necessary,

AUTOMOTIVE
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE
I.:
Student Refused OS per cent OFF
FOR 30 SPA OR NON SMOKER
94/ 0223 Days
Eve 241 1873
AUTO INSURANCE
TIRED OF
B EING RIPPED OFF? Call CSIS.
Originators
Of
Student
Auto
insurance whO have been writing it
in their 9 Calif offices 10r over 6
Year, No student refused Call 289
Ball or Slop by 401S 3rd St Second
floor 11rd & San Salvador,

’63 TOYOTA, engine in great she.
Trans is shot Body & tires fair
Aids start at Me downhill from
the,, 779 2140 ask Or Lou
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Honda 450 with fairing 996 t149
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NEANS AT 235 cskykes
51REET

son Joke point

As low as

HOURS ARRANGED, Work n our
or
afternoons
Hive
Morning
evenings Complete training NO ex
Accrue required Telephone new and
renewal account, Salary
292 3065
Budget Marketing

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 40r per
pound Any amount Phone 7932951
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’110 VW SUS, rebuilt ens
each side Of bus Make offer Phone
791 200 Brqn

110[3a0
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We aren’t really trying to push pens. We just want
to make a point.
And that point is no matter what you need in
the way of art supplies inking pens, pencils, illustration board, drawing boardswe can supply it. Fast.
So, check your art supplies and write or call us
when you’re low. After all, what are friends for?

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIRS ON ALL
FOREIGN &DOMESTIC MODELS
Also

Rick Murphy

WINSOR&
NEWTON

tir

Your
pen pal.

STAR MOTOR IMPORTS

12 team’son-of-a-gun’
and freshman Guevara as
the "studs" of the team, or
the top Spartan threats.
The Mumby tournament
allows each school two
wrestlers per weight class.
Steve Dick and Oscar
Trevino will hold the 134
spot, while Jim Niskailen
and Mike Cunningham will
wrestle at 158 pounds.
The team is currently
without a 190-pounder, but
Larry Houston is expected to
fill the spot, possibly in time
for the tounament. Houston
is defensive end on the
football squad.
Coarch Kerr wants a good
showing in the Mumby
tournament. "I push tournaments more than duel

stabbing people. It took a
definite effort to overcome
that."
Women, she revealed, "do
not rely on strength but more
on strategy. They are
usually more in tune to the
idea of finger control, which
is what the foil is all about."
Women restricted
However, Williams resents
women being officially
restricted from epee and
sabre. "When you use other
weapons, it makes for more
variety. It broadens your
horizons.
Fencing, she said, "is
much more direct and more
personal than team sports.
You expend a tremendous
amount of energy in a short
time."
Additionally, Williams
feels, "fencing keeps my life
organized. It relates my
physical body to complex
strategms in exact, precise
movements."

Norther California Championship last year.
"I like epee because it’s
like actual fighting," Lipton
said. "There is an unlimited
target area and you can
score on any part of the
body. I can put my stature to
an advantage and use my
length to keep my opponent
away."
Kathy
Williams,
24,
geology senior, is a good
infighter. She started fencing at U.C. Santa Cruz four
years ago and is a regionally
rated fencer.
"Fencing is good training
for being aggressive," she
said. "But not for beat-themover -the -head agression.
Fencing takes great skill and
finese. It’s very graceful."
Williams said she had a
hard time at first in actually
scoring touches on her opponents. "At first it seemed
strange to me. I had a lot of
social inhibitions about

11!

Spartan matmen host
By Bryan Murray
SJSU wrestlers will host
the 17th Annual San Jose H.
Hugh Mumby Wrestling
Invitational this Saturday in
the Men’s Gym.
The tourney might be
labeled the "energy crisis
special" since Coach Terry
Kerr plans to start at 10 p.m.
with finals beginning around
5 p.m., an unusually early
time for finals.
Twelve teams will participate including Cal Poly
( S1.0 1,
Stanford,
San
Francisco State University
and Fresno State University.
The Spartan wrestlers
come off duel meets with UC
Santa Barbara, California
State College at Bakersfield
and UCLA. All three meets
were Nov. 21 at UCSB. The
grapplers lost the meets, the
closest one against Santa
Barbara 26-22.
A new star
A star emerged from the
Santa Barbara meets in the
form of 118-pounder Rudy
Guevara. Guevara won all
three matches including two
pins and a 5-4 decision over
the third rated (in Califor118 -pounder from
nia)

San Jose State University vs. University of
Montana
WHERE: Spartan Gym,
WHEN: Tomorrow at 8 p.m.
TICKET PRICES: $3 reserved seats, $1 general admission and 75 cents for SJSU students.
TICKET OUTLETS: A.S. Business Office.
GENERAL INFO: This is the season opener for both
universities. Both teams are undergoing rebuilding
programs this year after sub .500 seasons last year.
RADIO COVERAGE: KSJS-FM (90.7) "The Voice of
the Spartans," starting at 7:50.
WHO:

FOR SALE
COSMETICS, photo
VITAMINS
blushing 610f, Of strange things Al
bill’s College Pharmacy
MON realer brands of qualify sterao
vpiKponenis available at dealer telt
plus 10 percent Additional chscostrof.
available On guaranteed usen
equipment periodic specials below
<feeler 1051 257 2070 after 5 p
WoNEMAKING
EQUIPMENT
&
SUPPLIES Open eves & weekends
also complete selection ot foreign &
domestic wines & beers RODEGA
OF SPAIN 1040 N 47, 295 Nos
WARM YOUR COC EEEEE
Dean Swift fens0 Snrff ant Snuf
Send name, etc foe free samples
Dean Sw,ft Ltd
Box 2109 Son
Francisco. CA 94126
Grand
opening
Special complete king sire waterbeo
heater
with pedestal frame
and
thermostat Reg 5141 now only SIll
DiSCOunt prices On Other Waterbeds &
AcceSSOr es
Downtown Waterbeds
410 W San Carlos GP 7000
SKIS: HEAD STANDARDS. New
bases, excellent condition. 210
centimeters 470 Phone 354 1665

PISCEAN& CO. has some of the nicest
%Wes for your cOmplete waterbed
needs FACTORY DIRECT to you.
Complete heated rung size bed as low
1 331 N lit
as 5103 Four locations
287 7010 2 1538 W San Carlos 294
1455 3 Cupertino K Marl Cntr 1001
Sara Sunnyv ’le Rd 990 1413 4
Oakridge Mall on Blossom Hill Rd
225 8371

mo
COTTAGE FOR RENT 1115
ulilines paid Phone 292 9/19 after 6
pm or on Saturday II Sunday
COuPleS 17/0
MAN wishes a
SENSITIVE
frrend and cornpanron A sincere
rn
female offered FREE

$65 to SOS PER WIC PART TIME
LMIrnifed earning potent.ai In
addressing envelopes al home
COmpanies pay top money for that
-personal" ’ouch For former in
formation regarding opportunities
Kith these companies, Send 52 10
Advei tiling. P.0
BOO
WO/. Atlanta. Ga 3030$
CANVASSERSURVEYER 53 hr
bonuses 26 hr a week. transPorlati00
prov.deo for door to door surveying for
rar condO...no appointments
can
ChuCk at Horne Air, 287 3480
MASSEUSES WANTED, work your
onw hours lull or part time. we will
train
Tropical Health Saler,. 40919
Fremont Blvd 657 1747

BARGAINS OW Pottery old rewerry
pct
frames books turn appi
Clocks ctonses 10015 radios records
trunks etc
Thousands 01 items to
Therese from
THE LOST FLEA
MARKET open Well
Mr. Sun
FREE park 9. admisvan 1940S 1st
EL ACKLIGHT POSTERS SI SO
ITLAC AUGHT BULB AND FIX
TURFS COMPLETE 4 FOOT 5230$
2 FOOT SIB 95 AND IS INCHES
511 99 STROBE LoGHTSSI9 99 GAS
GLO BULBS 5550 PATCHES /5c &
UP
LEATHER
GOODS
&
BINOCULARS
tNSENSE
STICKS 294 PIPES 51 00 & UP.
INDIA BEDSPREADS SS 95 & UP.
SHIRTS S200 EACH IRON ON
TRANSFER VARIETY ’Sc EACH
&ROOKS. Sc E San r ernando 1 Bib
mom SJSU Phone 29/0,09

cneTNER

MODERN01
"
At;
kS
T 744" ebl
"f r rrtn SJSU
campus under new management 2
&dm .1 talrm. studio. turn & Worn
Water 9.grbage pid, prorate balconies
8. off street parking For Information
call. 293 $974 or 215 6669
NICE ROOM Clean & Comfortable
Garage. near bus Share TV. phone,
Etch IL bath $65 mu plus sm ON,
3943973
LARGE 1 BORN APT. Furthshed,
clean. meet complex. It z Wks from
state, built in electric kitchen. laun
dry. parking 556S 5th NO ?O. 295 1513
MOD. PURR, APT. 1 bdrrn a blk,
1forn caMPUS $140 Wtr & Orb inC
no pets Avail Dec 15th 463
lth Apt No 3 Inq 199S 1111 295 5367 or
a7a Hale

HOUSING

7 BDRM. 2 bath turn, apt, for rent.
S150
1180. SOBS. 11th St. 291.7386.
ROOMATE WANTED: To share 2
bedroorn Apt near Campus 210 S.
12th St NO 4 2953750

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB Cued
Able( ties for studeros 79 50 sh to
S I lih Phone 793
109 93 %erne
ROOMS ACROSS
THE
CAMPUS
Ist’ys 468 S fati St & 1,9 S gir Porn
tv, ST9 on, Girl, 182 5
560
nun rerun 565 rno
Utilities Pd
Fietfrun rooms ni..wly decorated.
opoiv alter & ern or I,. 2959514

YIN YANG WATERBEDS
Special
Student diSCOunt with purchase of
more waterbeds 2331 So tth SI 99x
5660. 2765 Stevens Crock Blvd 990
3 074
10.0 E [aerobe. Aye . Campbell

3114

LOST & FOUND
REWARD to lady who found my tote
bag and called Colo rn Sept Debbre,
2139811. 779 E San Fernando

SAN
FERNANDO
HOUSE Well
ior Med to, serious students Maid &
’.nens,’,u
Color TV Kitchen
Parent, 0050 to NV SU 731 E San
nanno 193 6045
TOWNHOUSES, I Aden, stss inn
New ....pet sweinvinu pool or
-ono
11 ii
pef king II. private
no,,, Si 5 lipv
rrsti Pert,
-MO, PP’ 1 1111 OM 295 3962

HELP WANTED
RN’S AIDES AND ORDERLIES I riii
Of parr rim. Rest pit, riPa, A, "a
P., k court,,’. 293 0112
WOMEN DRIVERS In, cr.
MEN
i ream
s00 dr,. routs
candy
oi
Arrant, a verk si Peepie
i011e10,1.. /11
lass sr.-P(1414 10 10 SC
.,
en,
I,nc
Cu 1111 Wm,. V. 29’ 4,20

MEN I or o
art..

ILO 10,11n,

n

wall

TRANSPORTATION

oulsde

EUROPE ISRAEL AFRICA
11.11,S All y1,11 rot,. CONTACT
ISCA, 11687 San Vv. ente Blvd Altn
.713,
No a L A Cant 90019 TEL
1176 5669 or 1714 717 3010

SERVICES

II pay, to be
FLYING SOON? Well
Vesir T 4VA
vOsino svir^ 1 eV A
Bill
eser ’et, v
Cann.,
Crasvford ’225 1702,’al i new you
make yOor GETAWAY F’y al Riper
tent off wilt. TWA %Mob, passport &
Take up In 21 monms to pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
Call 775 /762 for information after
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Si sprawl topic
of special meeting
From page one
Few dared to challenge the area’s phenomenal growth
pattern.
Perhaps most people felt as San Jose City Manager A.P.
Dutchi Hamann did then: "They say San Jose is going to be
another Los Angeles. Believe me, I’m going to do everything
in my power to make that come true."
To have an effective open space policy on a county-wide
scale, the cities, in particular, must support and act to implement the policy. The county has no enforcement power for
any of its recommendations to the cities.
Cooperation among the cities and county is beginning to be
realized through the creation of the Planning Policy Committee established in January, 1967, to work jointly on
countywide planning policy.
The committee formulated the Urban Development-Open
Space plan in May of this year to deal with the problems of
sprawling development and diminishing open space.
The Urban Development-Open Space plan states it is
designed to "propose a way to improve the quality of life in
the county by sorting out areas appropriate for open space
and urban development, reducing the costs and maximizing
the benefits of new development in the county."
Areas that are appropriate for open space are identified as
being for resource production such as agricultural, mineral
extraction and grazing; for protection of air and water
quality; for recreation; for wildlife and vegetation preservation; for scenic resources, such as the foothills and Mt.
Diablo Range; for protection of the public safety in areas of
geologic and earthquake hazard, and for protection of
historic and archaeological sites, such as the New Almaden
Mines near south San Nose.

In India people believe in love after marriage

SJSU Indian student fondly recalls homeland
By Debbie Tennison
(Editor’s note: This is the
second in a series of six
articles on SJSU foreign
students).
The typical American
couple falls in love, gets
married, starts hating and
gets divorced. This does not
happen in India where
people believe in love after
marriage."
So stated Vitthal Bhakta, a
23-year-old Indian foreign
student attending SJSU as a
junior physics major.
Known to his friends here
as "Victor," he discussed
lifestyles of his native
country in a recent interview.
India has few divorces,
Bhakta said. Although
arranged marriages are
common, the couple has the
final say and couples get to
know each other before

Students on fee hike
From page one
Loranzo Alexander, a
history and biology double
major said, "Like most
students, I’m upset about
this becausesome of the vital
things that I think are vital
are not being funded, and
none of this money will
help.. Students should have
some say as to the raising of
fees, per se."
Two transferring graduate
students had a different
reason for not minding the
fee hike. Lynn Murphy and
grad
Nicholas,
Nancy
students in mass communications, felt the fee

Human

raise was small in contrast
to the cost of other universities.
"Its very difficult for me to
understand why people can
get so upset about paying
less than $100 a semester,"
said Murphy. "I come from a
university where it cost over
$1,000 a quarter. The implications of the fee raise are
obvious, though," asserted
Murphy, -because once one
fee raise is passed, then it
becomes increasingly easier
to puch through other raises.
It’s a trend that should be
watched carefully because

the capacity is smothered by
conof
want
our
ventionality," Dr. Hodges
continued in his explanation
of third force psychology, a
belief of Maslow and several
prominent
other
and
psychologists
sociologists.
"Whereas the behaviorist,
or ’rat psychologist,’ studies
animal behavior to delve into
human behavior, and the
Freudian studies the abnormal subsconscience, the
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Jean Novicki, a history
major, said, she didn’t think
the fee hike was too good at
all. "I don’t have very much
money. I can see where they
have to raise the price, but
still it’s a lot of money to
have to pay."

nature:customs vs. creativity

By Randy Lopes
"We are repressed by
middle class institutions and
systems primarily geared to
’turning off the light,’"
declared Dr. Harold Hodges,
professor of sociology, in
Abraham
describing
Maslow’s book on human
potentiality, "Further
Reaches of Human Nature,"
at yesterday’s Faculty Book
Talk in Cafeteria A.
"We all have the capacity
to be unique individuals, but

I’ II.,

this is a public institution."
"I don’t think it’s much of
a shock for me, as for the
raise in fees foreign students
had to pay last year," said
Nicholas.
"The
undergraduate school I went to
raise the tuition as much as
the whole fee is here every
year."

,.pria Kappa Alpha
Student Union
Words" in Morris
.

midnight Admission is 52.50 for SJSL
stadents and $3 general in advance
CRESS CLUB meets Cl noon in the S U
talaveras Hoorn.
SKI CLUB spinsors Ice Skating at the
hastridge Ice Arena at 7 30 p.m.
BIOLOGY SEMINAR at Duncan Mall 12,30
to 8 p.m
SPEAKER, Dr. George Moore, histors
praessor, will speak on ’ Unilateral
Disannainent- at 2,30 pm. in ED led
FRIDAY FLICKS will feature -Planet of
the Apes" at 7and 10 p.m in Morns Danes
Auditorium. Adinission is 50 cents.
SJSU BASKETBALL begins at 815 p.ni in
the Spartan Gym with SJSU hosting
Univerpty of Montana Admission IS $3
reserved. It area students. and SJSU
./,01,iits 7’s ....Ms

Student Union budget
plagued by big deficit
The Student Board of
Governors SUHGj voted
this month to make up a
$13,000 deficit in its ’73-/4
budget by drawing on its
reserve fund.
The fund is held for
unexpected expenses, improvement in the Student
Union and possible expansion of facilities, according to Evelyn Provost,
secretary to Ron Barrett,
SUBG chairman.
The deficit has been accumulating over a two-year
period because of a large
increase in cost-of-living
expenses, according to Bill
of
Allison,
manager
Auxiliary Enterprises, and
SUBG member.
"Enrollment has leveled
off, and the amount of
dollars coming in has
decreased while the cost of
living has jumped seven and
one-half per cent," Allison
said.
Available funds kept
Student Union facilities
operating by providing only
the necessities during that
time, according to Allison.
Any decrease in funding
would shut down portions of
the Student Union, Allison

said.
"If we run as we are, we
will have to include additional
expenses
somewhere within the next
two years," Allison stated.
SUBG must receive additional funds through
Chancellor
Glenn
S.
Dumke’s
office,
raise
student fees from $10 to $20
or close some Student Union
facilities, he said.
Allison,
who
helped
Barrett prepare the budget,
said it is a complete and
accurate report.
"The chancellor’s office
will not accept a budget with
a deficit so we had to draw on
our reserve fund to make it
acceptable," Allison said.

third force psychologiist
studies the ’healthy personality." Dr. Hodges said.
Dr. Hodges explained that
persons studied by third
force psychologists usually
possess several prominent
traits which make them
different from other "non
self-actualized" persons.
"These self-actualized
individuals, who have included people such as Albert
Einstein, John Muir and
Ralph Waldo Emerson, are
not buried by the need to
conform," said Dr. Hodges.
Such individuals are
usually dedicated to their
work rather than obliged to it
for financial need, have the
ability to empathize and are
spontaneous in their reactions.

marriage.
In India where divorce is
difficult, he explained, "It’s
easier to love one another
after marriage because you
have to love each other and
society will accept you
easier."
Stating there is a strong
bond between married
people in India, Bhatka
added there is much incentive to marry there since
premarital affairs are
prohibited.
The Indian student has
lived in California for
several years since his
parents moved here from
India where his father was a
farmer.
Without previous business
experience, Bhakta’s father
came here because of the
opportunities in business and
will probably remain here as
a businessman.
For Bhakta, however,
American life is too hurried
with no time to enjoy, so he
plans to return to India after
finishing school.
Complaining about the
society’s fast pace he said,
"People are so mobile that
you don’t have lasting
relationships with people."
In India, Bhakta said,
people are very close and it
is traditional for whole
families to stick together. It
is not uncommon to have 30

people living in one house,
since grandparents and
other relatives live with the
nuclear family.
Although he said he has
been Americanized after
living here for so many
years, Bhakta has not
native
his
forgotten
language or his homeland.
Recalling the village
where he spent his early
years, Bhakta said life there
is very simple and of a basic
sort which hasn’t changed
for thousands of years.
"You don’t brush your
teeth with chemical toothpaste - instead people chew
on tree bark to clean their
teeth," he said.
And he added the "village
people" heat their own water
and cook on wooden stoves.
Indian cities, on the other
hand, are very modern comparable to San FranBhakta
likened
cisco.
traveling from a city into the
country to traveling back
through time.
One problem, he stated, is
that when traveling across
India, there is a different
LSA T
PREPARATION COURSE
We will offer a rigorous 3 -day
workshop course designed to
give prelaw students the
skills, strategies and self-co,
((donee to perform their best
on the December Law School
Admission Test. Call or write:
LAW BOARDS INSTITUTE
875 Dolores No. 2
San Francisco, Cal, 94110
14151 282-9076

utensils. Even soup is eaten
this way - the consumer
simply dips his hands into
the bowl and cups them to
bring the liquid to his mouth.

a right to be here, just as
much as we do."
The Indian added that the
foods he does eat are eaten
with his fingers. He uses no
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"While
society
has
crushed creativity while
rewarding medocrity, the
self-actualizing person has
escaped into a second
naivite," Dr. Hodges explained.
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Rick Murphy

Indian physics student Vitthal Bhakta

language dialect every 14
miles.
The
20 major
and
thousands of minor dialects
make communication one of
India’s biggest problems,
Bhakta srated.
And he cited religion as
another problem, explaining
there are conflicts between
Hindus and Moslems.
The most prominent
religion Bhakta said is
Hinduism, based on a belief
in reincarnation. Indians
who go against the religion
become outcasts of society.
Although India has a food
shortage problem, Bhakta
said it is not due to the Hindu
belief in not killing animals.
Rather, it occurs when the
country has no rain for a long
period, followed by a
tremendous rain - causing
flooding which destroys
crops and homes.
Hollywood’s depiction of
India as a place where cows
roam the streets while
people starve is not common,
according to Bhakta.
Although Indian people
would give their own lives
before eating some other life
because of their religious
beliefs, Bhakta stressed, "If
you are starving, it’s your
fault and you can do
something about it, because
people are responsible for
growing their own food," he
said.
Saying he is a vegetarian
Bhakta said, "I don’t want to
take life unless I absolutely
have to. Other animals have
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